
The Floor is Yours

Colour Dimensions



Colour both influences and inspires the way people interact with the world around them. 
Like creating and admiring art, colour is unique to the human experience. 
DESSO has created a collection that compliments colours and highlights
   the strength and individuality of modern architecture and design.





Neo
The linear accents of Neo breathe colour into an interior, 

  bringing to mind the corridors and vertical faces of architectural 
 creation without overwhelming the space. 





Flux
The combination of matt and shiny yarn in the 
 production of this carpet enhances its texture, 
presenting an immaculate appearance 
    and co-ordinating with other 
 fabrics of the interior design. 

With a lively, expressive linear pattern, 
 Flux has an inner depth which is 
  intensified by the effect of shafts of light.
Colours are cool and smart, trendy yet elegant. 

      Cradle to Cradle certified.

Flux is made of high quality Antron® carpet fibre





Supira
Supira combines a rich structure with streaks of bold light, 

   and its subtle high and low weave breathes body

 into its structure while providing strength of character. 

A dark background palette of stone colour and material tones -  of anthracite, 

        blue, brown and red - is highlighted with vibrant colour,  

 giving an impression of threedimensional depth.





About DESSO
DESSO has been manufacturing and marketing carpet for more than 80 years and during 
that time it has earned a fine reputation as a reliable partner and creative designer. Today,
DESSO has two factories in Europe and specialistic customer service centres throughout 
Europe, as well as in America, Asia, South Africa, the Middle East and Australia. 
CARPETECTURE® is a powerful example of the DESSO commitment to creative carpet 
design and its dedication to answer the needs of architects, interior designers, building 
owners and end users. DESSO products can be found in offices, public buildings, banks, 
schools, universities, retail shops and hospitals. Among its many highly valued customers 
are distinguished companies such as Fortis Bank, ABN AMRO, Deutsche Bank, Hilton 
Hotels, KLM and Virgin Atlantic.

Corporate Responsibility / CRADLE TO CRADLE
DESSO has been taking measures to safeguard the environment for many years, long 
before it became popular to do so. With an ISO 14001 environmental quality accreditation, 
regular on-site checks by independent institutes ensure the best possible environmental 
production methods. In addition, every DESSO carpet and carpet tile carries a unique GuT 
test number that proves it passes GuT tests for contamination and emission. We also have 
several initiatives for re-using carpet to ease the burden on landfill and our ongoing research 
programme for environmental awareness and recycling covers both product and packaging. 
DESSO continuously seeks to improve the environmental attributes of our products through 
product design development programmes whilst our manufacturing plants consider energy 
use and a continuous reduction in waste and pollution as well as process improvement. 

For more information visit our website at www.desso.com

DESSO HEADQUARTERS
Taxandriaweg 15
5142 PA Waalwijk
The Netherlands
T. +31 (0) 416 664 100
F. +31 (0) 416 335 955
E. info@desso.com



 

Madison
The natural feeling of movement and flow in Madison 

  is the result of a luxurious mixture of light and dark, 
and the pattern plays with vertical stripes without becoming geometric. 

The creamy effect, combination of matt and shiny yarns, 
    synchronized into a natural warmth.

     
      Cradle to Cradle certified.





Colour inspires the senses. Colour creates character.

The use of colour breathes life into the structure and body of a building. It animates the 
space in a way that nothing else can; by creating a sense of movement and continuity,
   naturally drawing the eye, and the mind, through the surface.





Tempra
Tempra characterises contemporary yet timeless practicality, 
 taking reference from the vibrant and fast-moving society of today. 

With its dense low-level loop pile and a universally appealing selection 
 of strong colours to choose from, 

   this exceptionally hardwearing carpeting 
 creates just the right lively style to inspire any busy creative team. 

The extensive 60 colour range includes 16 in broadloom. 
      
      Cradle to Cradle certified.





Torso
The Torso range excels itself in complementing 
  the fusion of simplicity and functionality. 
Intense blues and greys wrestle with earthy harvest tones. 

These are today’s and tomorrow’s colour trends, 
   combining elegance 
    as well as quality and reliability. 
Torso’s magnificent 60 strong 
          colour range includes 20 in broadloom.

      Cradle to Cradle certified.

Torso is made of high quality Antron® carpet fibre





Pallas
Pallas – an essential tile within a high-quality, contemporary collection. 

 The abundant Pallas colour range suggests reliability, 

as of an ancient rock outcrop or country castle, 
     calming the movement of bright, 

light-filled buildings and bringing together the contrasts of the interior space. 

      Cradle to Cradle certified.



Pallas is made of high quality Antron® carpet fibre




